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Dear Janet,
Well it looks like 2013 is turning out to be a promising year. Here at Origin,
we have some interesting things coming your way that we hope you will find
useful and time saving. It is always a good time to save money. So read on
and as usual we would appreciate your comments or feedback.

ANNOUNCEMENT - CMM TRANSLATOR
New Pricing Structure

Have you ever wondered
what the costs of a typical
component launch are?
Click Here
Click Here to see if you
qualify for a shadow
project helping you to
reduce hard tooling
iterations.

Quick Links
Request a Demo

Origin is pleased to announce a revised price structure for
Origin's CMM to CMM Translator. The new pricing has been
created to allow the medium to smaller manufacturers an
opportunity to take advantage of this extremely useful
time saving tool for those working with different makes of
CMMs, and we cover virtually all of them.

Translator

Click here to request more information and start saving now.

UNCERTAINTY IN CMM
In Day to Day Operations
For those of you who are hearing this topic come up more and
more we have come up with a couple of references that you
may find of value in gaining a better understanding of
measurement uncertainty and how it applies to your day to
day operation.

For Upcoming Webinar
More On Us
Recommend Us on LinkedIn
Free consultation
Shadow Project

Join Our List

WHITEPAPER
click here
CASE STUDY
click here

There are many definitions of this topic out there. However, "Uncertainty of
measurement is the doubt that exists about the result of any measurement",
as defined by Stephanie Bell in
A Beginner's Guide to Uncertainty of Measurement is as good a place to start
as any. For the layman or individuals wishing to gain a foothold of
understanding in this field this guide provides a good starting point.
As for the majority of our readers the primary area of interest is how this all
applies to coordinate metrology and the CMM in particular. The article,
Application of Simulation Software to Coordinate Measurement Uncertainty Ev
aluations provides a more in depth study of how measurement uncertainty
applies to your metrology environment and how applying the concepts in your
daily operation could improve your measurement process.

COMING SOON...
Excel Reporting System...
Introducing Origin's new Excel Reporting System. If you create a CheckMate
report in a Layout, CheckMate will insert all of the graphics from a viewport
into the selected excel template. CheckMate reports such as ballooned labels,
post inspection labels, or whiskers will be automatically recognized. Then,
taking it a step further, CheckMate will automatically fill the selected excel
template with the results data that belongs to the report in that viewport.
Keep your eyes peeled for release dates !

New Excel Reporting System

CHECKMATE AFTER CLASS
Origin International
provides webinars for CheckMate
customers with an annual
support plan. These webinars cover
applications, procedures, advance commands that time does not allow in a
standard training class.
These Webinar sessions are online training sessions that you can either: 1)
register to view live or 2) download and view at your convenience.
If you missed the after class webinar Click Here to Download to view at your
own convenience.

UPCOMING WEBINARS:
Making CheckMate Labels in any
User
Co-ordinate System
Date: Thursday, March 28, 2013
Time: 11:00 am, EST (GMT-04:00)
Description: With CheckMate's new
Excel Reporting on the horizon, we will
have the ability to fill an excel report
template with whatever label data is in
the chosen graphic. Knowing how to generate CheckMate Labels in any
coordinate system will making the New Excel Reporting System even more
powerful when it arrives.
Click here to register for the meeting.
Once the host approves your request, you will receive a confirmation email
with instructions for joining the meeting.
Note: If you already registered for this meeting, you do not need to register
again.
To view in other time zones or languages, please click here

Did you Know...
Cecil..Our CheckMate tipster says...
Watch this procedure in which CheckMate Programming will
automatically determine the best probe angle for a
particular feature measurement.

ORIGIN_INT-CheckMate_TechTip 021113

OTHER TECH TIP'S YOU MAY BE INTERESTED IN
1. Reviewing a couple of switches that when enabled, allow for easy
updating of labels during editing measurements. Click Here
2. Creating "ordered" trim measurement around the edge of a part from
pre-defined CAD points that the customer gave us. Click Here
3. A brief Tutorial on creating Road Map Labels in Layout Mode. Click Here
4. Just installed CheckMate 12.1 into Windows 7 and the tabs don't
appear on the Edit Feature Screen. Click Here
5. How to create a surface measurement in the center of a hole where no
surface exists. Click Here
6. Condensing a Segment Click Here
7. Learn about Cutting CAD Sections Click Here.
8. Learn how to create a constructed plane from offset surface
measurements Click Here
9. Reviewing two new commands for exporting/importing Click Here
10. Procedure to drag measurement hits to new locations Click Here

Reseller/Distributor Opportunity
Manufacturing process & inspection software/hardware
Attention resellers: In order to better serve industry needs, Origin is looking
to expand it's software Reseller/Distributor organizations serving the
automotive, aerospace and other metal and precision plastic industries in
North America and Globally. Suggestions of organizations our customers may
be familiar with are welcome. Reply to Janet.wiaderny@originintl.com

CHECKMATE 12.1 Update
CheckMate - 12.1
Phase II 269 Update
For customers who log in to our BBS. We have a new folder called CheckMate
12.1 for this new release and other information related to it. ie. updates, how
to unblock the help file etc.
Hardware Requirements for CheckMate:
32 bit/64 bit capability - able to run Windows XP-32Bit, Vista or
Windows 7
Minimum 4 gigabytes of RAM
Ability to do Windows XP hardware simulation
Multiple Cores - Scanning software uses multiple cores to increase the
performance

UPGRADING TO WINDOWS 7
Take Note of the Following:

The new CheckMate release 12.1 supports both 32 bit and 64 bit.
We recommend Windows 7 - 64 bit.
You must have "Administrator" rights
Change your "Shortcuts" to run as administrator
Click Here for the application note with more details

(requires a login to our BBS)

Origin International Inc. is focused on providing software solutions and
consulting services to world class manufacturers, their suppliers and industry
leading metrology solutions providers.
Manufacturers that choose Origin software solutions are industry leaders in
innovation, quality and cost effectiveness within the Automotive, Aerospace,
Transportation and Consumer Products industries.
If you would like more information, don't hesitate to contact us at 1-800-2692509.
Sincerely,
Janet Wiaderny
Origin International Inc.

sales@originintl.com
support@originintl.com
info@originintl.com
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